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Today the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) upheld an appeal by the Road 
Accident Fund against an award by the South Gauteng High Court of general 
damages of R350 000.  
 
The SCA found that under the new scheme established under the Road 
Accident Fund Act 56 of 1996 as amended, read with Regulations 
promulgated under the Act a ‘serious injury’ is to be determined in accordance 
with procedure prescribed in Regulation 3 of the Regulations and that the 
RAF is not bound by the determination of a ‘serious injury’ by its own expert. 
 
More particularly, the SCA held that the amended Road Accident Fund Act, 
read together with the Regulations, had introduced two ‘paradigm shifts’ that 
are relevant to the determination of the appeal: (i) general damages may only 
be awarded for injuries that have been assessed as ‘serious’ in terms thereof 
and (ii) the assessment of injuries as ‘serious’ has been made an 
administrative rather than a judicial decision. In the past, a joint minute 
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prepared by experts chosen from the contending sides would ordinarily have 
been conclusive in deciding an issue between a third party and the RAF, 
including the nature of the third party’s injuries. This is no longer the case. 
The assessment of damages as ‘serious’ is now determined administratively 
in terms of the prescribed manner and not by the courts. 
 
The SCA concluded at the high court had wrongly awarded the plaintiff 
general damages. It upheld the appeal and set aside the award for general 
damages.  
 
  
 
 


